POSITION OPPORTUNITIES WITH BCHW

Back Country Horsemen of Washington is looking for one or more individuals to perform tasks as paid contractors. We are asking if there are any members of BCHW, or other equestrians, that are interested. An indication of interest can be sent to Ken Carmichael (email information provided below) and more detailed information will be provided.

Kcarmichael2225@gmail.com

An initial show of interest (response) is encouraged by September 15, 2020.

Grant Management (Possibly break role into 3 separate job functions):

- Grant Researcher - The Business Development role working with the chapters and committees to identify use of grants and finding reliable grants.
• Grant Writer – Develops grants based on feedback, requirements and needs
• Grant Coordinator – Facilitates all grants from inception to close

**Fund Raiser** – This position needs to have a fundamental equine background, a clear understanding of the BCH Mission Statement and an upbeat positive attitude that can sell our vision and articulate what BCHW can do for the business, or individual, in return for their donation.

**Events Coordinator** – The position will be best filled by a company or individual with equine background to provide top level guidance and coordination on various events such as Rendezvous, Winery Ride, Joe Watt and possible other undiscovered fundraising events. Work with various chapters to coordinate best practices from previous events and potentially identify other new ideas to keep events fresh and interesting. Work with a variety of volunteers to plan and conduct events. To be used on an event by event basis.